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a b s t r a c t

This article addresses the roots of the Judaization of Muslim holy places during the early years of the
State of Israel. By using documents from Israeli archives it examines the legal methods and various
means that the Ministry of Religions used, in collaboration with other Israeli authorities, to take
possession of Muslim holy places and turn them into Jewish sites. Parallel to the state-led institutional
process of the Judaization of David's Tomb in Jerusalem and Elijah's Cave in Haifa, a spontaneous process
of conversion of sacred sites by Jewish immigrants from Islamic lands took place in the coastal plain and
Galilee. The Judaization of these holy places is understood as part of a broader process whereby the State
of Israel made every effort to develop a new symbolic landscape.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

In early January 2013 the site of David's Tomb on Mount Zion in
Jerusalem was vandalized. The vandals systematically smashed
ceramic tiles from the seventeenth century that covered much of
the walls of the holy site.1 Although the case remains unsolved, it
appears that the aim of the attack was to erase any remnant of the
Muslim past from the tomb. This event is part of a broader process
ewhich began in 1948 and received institutional support from the
Israeli state e of expropriating Muslim holy places and turning
them into active sites of Jewish prayer. This phenomenon has been
the subject of only partial research analysis to date.2

Discussion has intensified concerning sacred sites that are

common to different religions and the conflicts surrounding them.3

Various scholars have examined how war and other hostilities
affect sacred spaces and sites, and how these holy sites are trans-
formed into places of worship for other religions.4 These processes
can be identified in various places around the world. For example,
in the wake of the British withdrawal from the Indian subcontinent
and the establishment of India and Pakistan, Muslim and Hindu
populations relocated across the border and numerous conflicts
arose concerning sacred sites.5 The Balkan region, with its diverse
religions and ethnic groups, is also known as a space filled with
national and religious conflicts. Christian and Muslim sacred sites
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changed hands during the upheavals in this region during the
twentieth century.6 The conflict between Turkey and Greece also
separated Orthodox Christians and Muslims from their holy sites,
and many churches and mosques were destroyed, appropriated or
re-expropriated.7 Similarly, the partition of Cyprus into two sepa-
rate states led to a strict division between the religious sites of
Muslims and Christians.8

In many ways, therefore, the process that Muslim holy sites
underwent in the State of Israel resembles that of other places in
the world where sacred spaces were transformed due to political
and military upheavals. Yet the process in Israel was unique for
several reasons: the multifaceted history of the space; the fact that
there were numerous sacred sites; and the complexity of the de-
mographic situation following the 1948 War when hundreds of
thousands of Arabs were expelled or left their settlements and
relocated outside the State of Israel.9

Although nearly every aspect of the 1948 War has been inves-
tigated, scholars have shown limited interest in the fate of
destroyed Arab settlements (neighbourhoods, villages and cities) in
the State of Israel.10 Likewise, Arab sacred sites located within the
borders of the newly declared State of Israel have not attracted
scholarly interest. The Arab and Palestinian scholars who have
studied the 1948 War's impact on Arab society have touched upon
this topic only tangentially, focusing upon the culture and history of
sacred tombs in Muslim Palestinian society.11 For example, Walid

Khalidi's book on Arab villages prior to 1948 and other works
briefly mention these tombs.12 The scholarly lacuna regarding
Muslim sacred sites in the State of Israel and their physical neglect
is underscored by the existence of in-depth studies on Christian
holy sites and institutions, which were more carefully maintained
by Israeli authorities after 1948.13

The period covered in this article, the first two decades of the
State of Israel, is unique in the development of Jewish holy places.
Mandatory Palestine was divided in the wake of the 1948 War into
two separate areas of rule. Consequently, the Jewish population in
the State of Israel was cut off from most of its sacred sites. In
addition to the Western Wall in Jerusalem, the central and most
important Jewish holy place, a number of other sites (including the
Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron and Rachel's Tomb) were under
Jordanian rule and inaccessible. On the other hand, the flight and
expulsion of the Arab population from the territory of the State of
Israel created a situation in which many Muslim holy places were
left without an Islamic community to visit them. This made it very
easy to institute Jewish ritual practices in some of them. As this
paper shows, these momentous military events and political
changes enabled officials from Israel's Ministry of Religions, led by
its director-general Shmuel Zangwill Kahana, to create an alterna-
tive map of Jewish holy places within the jurisdiction of the State of
Israel.14 Though the ministry was not established to develop, create
or invent Jewish holy sites, Kahana invested great efforts in this
endeavour. He renewed and invented many Jewish traditions that
he linked to the holy sites the ministry nurtured, based in part on
sites that were sacred to the Muslim population prior to 1948. For
Kahana, the Jewish religious history of the Land of Israel e the
official name during the Mandate period was Palestine EY (Eretz
Yisrael) e served as a foundation for an Israeli national claim to the
territory. For him, ancient Jewish history and Jewish religious texts
e the Bible, Mishnah and Talmude provided a type of religious and
ideological deed of ownership, justifying the expropriation of sa-
cred Muslim buildings and graves, which were turned into Jewish
and, consequently, Israeli sites.

In addition, during the same decades, hundreds of thousands of
Jewish immigrants settled in the newly founded state. While many
of these immigrants came from Europe, others came from Arab and
Islamic countries. Besides taking part in the rituals in the holy
places that the Ministry of Religions developed, they also adopted
and developed holy places that were used before 1948 by the local
Muslim population. This occurred mainly in the social and
geographical periphery of Israel, in regions and places where the
immigrants were settled by the Israeli establishment. In need of
accessible holy sites near their settlements, the immigrants adop-
ted as Jewish sites such places as the Tomb of Rabban Gamliel in
Yavneh, the Tomb of Judah in Yehud, and the Tomb of Benjamin
(Nabi Yemin) near Kfar Sava.

The Six Day War in June 1967 engendered another enormous
change in the map of Jewish holy places. The return of Jews, who
now possessed an Israeli identity, to theWesternWall, and to other
sacred sites they had last visited prior to 1948, dramatically
changed the geography of Jewish ritual practice during the ensuing
decades. Since the late 1960s, the Judaization of Muslim holy places
has continued in the different regions of the State of Israel, but
public and institutional attention has concentrated on East Jeru-
salem and the occupied territories of Judea and Samaria. In those
areas, Israel's military government and civil administration, along
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